Promoting other people's

What is affiliate marketing?

products

What are your followers
looking for?

What help do your followers
need?

How?
Pick the right product?

Warrior Fourm
Fourms
Other niche fourms

Don't have followers? Just
starting out?

Yahoo Answers

1) How to tie affiliate

Clickbank

marketing with blogging?
Where?
JVZoo

Build trust with your
followers
Why?

Don't pick the product that
does the same thing as the

Provide value

other. There is a difference
between "around the same
Select 3-4 products you like.
I recommend picking

Evergreen products

topic" and a product that
does the same thing

products that complement
each other
Schedule the products you
want to promote in a
calendar. This way you are

How many products to pick?

Don't promote 2 or 3 at the
No more than 1 product a

same time in a post unless

week.

they really complement each

doing the research once a

other.

month

check upcoming launches

New launches

on JVZoo

No one likes to read just
facts; bring in some humor

Make it entertaining

Be yourself; relate your
posts to what you like to do

Have fun with it

Post

Product Reviews

Pros/Cons of product

Tips and Tricks

Types of posts

Informational

How to's/guides

Mistakes to avoide

Avoid buy this now or it will
2) What makes a good blog

never be there again type

post?

posts

Don't give false hope. Make

1) Be clear

sure that the post delivers

Under 70 characters for

2) Keep it short

SEO

3) Reach out to your

Highlight the pain point you

audience

are solving

Headlines
4) Try to add your keyword
in the title
Done for You 5 product
promo calendars ($97 one

Downsell
Emotional Marketing Value

time fee) 50% Commission
OTO1: Done for You monthly

Headline Analyzer

product promo calendars
($27/month or $197 lifetime)
3-4 affiliate products

50% Commission on

selected

Give headline swipe file

monthly and lifetime

Blog posts around selected
affiliate products

the month

name): The product will have

How to come up with future

video training and a

topics?

monthly product promo
Downsell

Commission monthly

your posts all at the same

with the video course

Upsells

some related topic. Also
3) Sustaining your blog

Scheduling blog posts

Use a calendar to map out

Use these as guides; don't
blindly copy

Google Calendar to map out
your post topics

Commission monthly

Keep the monthly theme
going but don't put the same
topic twice in a row

P2S?

Some high end offer later in

Cheney? This will

a webinar

Google

which posts will be released
when

answer any questions

Reach out to Michael

material?

Commission

calendars and training on

($17/month) 50%

Where to find PLR?

How to come put with

time

($19.95) 100% FE

Training: Will go over the
Recorded version of the

PLR
Research at once and write

workbook to follow along
OTO2: Monthly Live

training ($4.95/month) 50%

Search Fourms

Coming up with a theme for

Blogging with a
purpose(needs a better

Product promo calendars

How to schedule posts On
WordPress

complement this RAPID
system (his coaching
sessions)?

Facebook posts
Social traffic
Twitter posts

4) How to drive traffic to
your blog?

SEO traffic

On page SEO

Plugins

Fiverr

If you get 100 visitors to
Don't give up too soon

your site and don't make any
sales...KEEP TRYING

All in one SEO

Mix up the type of posts

